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Provides a clearly written, real-world source of basic
information and circuit designs for up-to-date analog/digital control system design techniques using microcontrollers!    

       Today's control system designers face an ever-increasing "need for speed" and accuracy in their system measurements and computations. New design approaches using microcontrollers and DSP are emerging, and designers must understand these new approaches, the tools available, and how best to apply them.

This practical text covers the latest techniques in microcontroller-based control system design, making use of the popular MSP430 microcontroller from Texas Instruments.

The book covers all the circuits of the system, including:
·	Sensors and their output signals
·	Design and application of signal conditioning circuits
·	A-to-D and D-to-A circuit design
·	Operation and application of the powerful and popular TI MSP430 microcontroller
·	Data transmission circuits
·	System power control circuitry

Written by an experienced microcontroller engineer and textbook author, the book is lavishly illustrated and includes numerous specific circuit design examples, including a fully tested and documented hands-on project using the MSP430 that makes use of the principles described. For students, engineers, technicians, and hobbyists, this practical text provides the answers you need to design modern control systems quickly and easily.                                       

* Seasoned Texas Instruments designer provides a ground-up perspective on embedded control systems

* Pedagogical style provides a self-learning approach with examples, quizzes and review features

* CD-ROM contains source code and more!
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Solar Energy Engineering, Second Edition: Processes and SystemsAcademic Press, 2013

	Energy policy promoting sustainable development is transforming global energy markets. Solar power, the most abundant of all renewable resources, is crucial to greater achieving energy security and sustainability. This new edition of Solar Energy Engineering: Processes and Systems from Prof. Soteris Kalogirou, a renowned expert...
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Defending the Digital Frontier: A Security AgendaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Praise for Defending the Digital Frontier     

"The charge of securing corporate America falls upon its business leaders. This book, offered by Ernst & Young and written by Mark Doll, Sajay Rai, and Jose Granado, is not only timely, but comprehensive in outlook and broad in scope. It addresses many of the critical security...
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Cisco Routers for the Small Business: A Practical Guide for IT Professionals (Expert's Voice in Cisco)Apress, 2009
Cisco Routers for the Small Business provides in plain English a no–nonsense approach to setting up all the features of the Cisco IOS for a small business using broadband technologies. This book explains how to use a Cisco router to setup cable modems, DSL and PPPoE, and explains how to configure NAT, Access Control Lists, Firewalls,...
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The AI Marketing Canvas: A Five-Stage Road Map to Implementing Artificial Intelligence in MarketingStanford Business Books, 2021

	
		This book offers a direct, actionable plan CMOs can use to map out initiatives that are properly sequenced and designed for success?regardless of where their marketing organization is in the process.

	
		The authors pose the following critical questions to marketers: (1) How should modern marketers be thinking about...
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Knowledge-Based Intelligent Information and Engineering SystemsSpringer, 2004
The three-volume set LNAI 3213, LNAI 3214, and LNAI 3215 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Knowledge-Based Intelligent Information and Engineering Systems, KES 2004, held in Wellington, New Zealand in September 2004.
The over 450 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous...
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Applied Public Relations: Cases in Stakeholder Management (Lea's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Applied Public Relations: Cases in Stakeholder Management provides readers with the opportunity to observe and analyze how contemporary businesses and organizations interact with key groups and influences. Through the presentation of cases covering a wide variety of industries, locations, and settings, authors Larry F. Lamb and Kathy...
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